
ergonomic 
signmaker table



ergonomic signmaker table

tilting function
The table can be tilted at an angle up to 22 degrees, 
both left and right. This function gives you the opportunity 
to always work ergonomically correct.

adjust the height
You can adjust the height between 84 and 114 cm.
This allows all users to work at the perfect height. Also
It’s ergonomically to have a low table with heavy job,
and a high table for details. The control panel is
available on both sides of the table.

built-in battery
The table has a built-in battery, that makes it possible to 
operate in places without power. You can use the battery 
for one week, and then you need to charge it again. The table 
has a memory setting, which allows you to set it to a specific 
height, and then the table will remember that.



which model is right for you?

signmaker table
large
1300x2500 mm.

signmaker table
x-large
1700x4000 mm.



functions signmaker table

Sturdy actuators Anti-static wheels Build-in shelves

5mm cutting mat Application dispenser
Can be used for application 
tape, vinyl and print. Now 1 
person can do two man job.

The cutting mat is self healing, 
and enables you to cut directly 

on the table without damaging it.

The anti-static wheels prevent 
static buildup, when the table is 

moved. They can be locked in 
place to ensure your safety.

In both sides you’ll find build in 
shelves for convenient storage 

of your tools

The table is build to last, and 
provide you with an ergonomic 

way to do your work.

Every corner of the table is 
fitted with an actuator by Linak 

- one of the leading producers of 
high quality actuators. 
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